[1] Particle size distribution, composition, and optical properties of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) have been measured above northern Scandinavia during a nocturnal balloon flight within the polar vortex on 19 January 2000. The mountain-wave PSC mainly consisted of nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) particles with number densities between 0.01 and 0.2 cm À3 , median radii of 1 to 2 mm and volumes up to 1 mm 3 cm À3 . A comparison between optical PSC data and optical simulations based on the measured particle size distribution indicates that the NAT particles were aspherical with an aspect ratio of 0.5. The NAT particle properties have been compared to another PSC observation on 25 January 2000, where NAT particle number densities were about an order of magnitude higher. In both cases, microphysical modeling indicates that the NAT particles have formed on ice particles in the mountain-wave events. Differences in the NAT particle number density can be explained by the meteorological conditions. We suggest that the higher NAT number density on 25 January can be caused by stronger wave activity observed on that day, larger cooling rates and therefore higher NAT supersaturation. 
Introduction
[2] Polar stratospheric clouds play a crucial role in ozone chemistry: heterogeneous reactions on PSC particles process halogen species of mainly anthropogenic origin as prerequisite for rapid polar ozone destruction [Solomon et al., 1986] . The heterogeneous reaction rates depend on volume, phase and composition of the PSCs [Hanson and Ravishankara, 1993] . Sedimentation of large PSC particles can irreversibly remove reactive nitrogen from the stratosphere [Waibel et al., 1999; Fahey et al., 2001] , thereby ruling out a natural path for active chlorine to be recaptured in a stable halogen reservoir.
[3] In situ investigations of PSCs up to altitudes of 25 to 30 km requires a balloon carried platform. Microphysical, optical and chemical PSC particle properties have simultaneously been measured during two flights performed as part of the European-American SOLVE/THESEO 2000 campaign in January 2000. The instrumentation on both flights consisted of the following: particle number density, volume and size distribution of optically detectable particles (0.15 < r < 10 mm) and the number density of condensation nuclei (CN, r > 0.01 mm) have been measured with three optical particle counters (OPCs) [Deshler et al., 2000] . Particle composition and size has been detected with an aerosol composition mass spectrometer (ACMS) [Schreiner et al., 1999; Voigt et al., 2000a] . Particle backscatter and depolarization at wavelengths of 480, 685, and 940 nm have been measured with two backscatter sondes [Rosen and Kjome, 1991; Adriani et al., 1998 ]. Finally, water vapor has been detected with a frost point hygrometer [Ovarlez and Ovarlez, 1994] . Together with accurate temperature data, these measurements provide a unique set of PSC data, which can be used for testing optical models or theories of PSC formation. Much is known about the conditions under which supercooled ternary solution particles (STS) or ice form [Carslaw et al., 1994; Schreiner et al., 1999; Voigt et al., 2000b; Koop et al., 2000] . In contrast, NAT particle formation and occurrence in the stratosphere is still under debate [Fahey et al., 2001; Fueglistaler et al., 2002; Dhaniyala et al., 2002] .
[4] Measurements in two mountain-wave PSCs encountered on 19 January and 25 January 2000 over Scandinavia will be presented, with the emphasis here on 19 January. The mountain-wave PSC observed during the night of 25/26 January was first described by Voigt et al. [2000a] and in more detail in the accompanying papers by Schreiner et al. [2002] and Larsen et al. [2002] . In this paper, simultaneous detection of particle size distribution and optical particle properties are compared to optical model results. A microphysical model is used to simulate NAT particle formation. The impact of large-scale low temperatures on the observed mountain-wave PSCs is discussed. The PSC data sets of both flights are compared and differences in the NAT particle number densities are related to different meteorological conditions of particle formation.
Measurements on 19 January 2000
[5] Figure 1 shows the measurement of a PSC extending over a large altitude range between 450 and 570 K potential temperature (20 to 24 km) at temperatures 3 K above to 4 K below T NAT , assuming a mixing ratio of 8 ppbv HNO 3 inside the vortex. The elevated depolarization on the first ascent supports the presence of solid particles in most of the PSC layers (Figure 1e ). The depolarization measurement failed after turnaround. Although conditioning effects in the ACMS prevented the determination of particle composition during the first ascent, a water to nitric acid mole ratio of 3.7 (±1.7) measured during the following descent together with the temperature range of the PSC and the elevated depolarization supports the assumption of the presence of NAT particles in most of the PSC layers. Although nitric acid dihydrate (NAD) particle compositions [Worsnop et al., 1993] would still be consistent with the ACMS measurements within the experimental error, the PSC temperatures exceed the NAD equilibrium temperature by up to 5.3 K. Therefore we believe that the particles were composed of NAT.
[6] The observed total particle volume in the PSC ranges between 0.1 and 2 mm 3 cm À3 (black line in Figure 1b) , with an error of 40%. The median radii of the large mode of the particle size distribution (green line in Figure 1b) were found between 1 and 2 mm at number densities between 0.01 and 0.2 cm À3 (red line). Particle sizes were also derived from the particle water measurements of the mass spectrometer. Using calibration data, the water count rate (blue dots in Figure 1c ) has been converted into a number of water molecules per particle, from which a NAT particle radius has been calculated assuming spherical particles (black squares in Figure 1c ). Particle radii were between 0.7 and 1.3 mm. The discrepancy of both data sets can be caused by a reduced sampling efficiency of the aerodynamic lens of the ACMS for particles larger than 1 mm. The nitric acid data are shown in Figure 1d and the optical backscatter data in Figure 1e . The color index is the ratio between the backscatter ratios at 940 and 480 nm. Consistent with the depolarization and the particle size distribution measurements, a color index larger than 8 indicates the presence of a large mode in the particle size distribution, probably solid particles.
Combination of Microphysical and Optical PSC Data
[7] Figure 2 shows the backscatter ratio at 685 nm versus temperature. A clear onset in the increase in backscatter at 195 K coincides with temperatures falling below T NAT for the measured water vapor and an assumed HNO 3 mixing ratio of 8 ppbv. High backscatter ratios result from large particle surface areas in the PSC, which have been measured by the OPC and are shown in the lower panel.
[8] The measured particle size distribution has been used as input to an optical model and backscatter ratios at different wavelengths are calculated. The optical simulations are performed with the refractive index for STS particles using the model of Krieger et al. [2000] and the scattering matrix calculated by the Mie scheme for the two smallest measured particle size bins (r < 0.25mm). Larger particles are assumed to consist of NAT with an refractive index of 1.48 and the T-matrix method is used to calculate the backscatter ratios [Mishchenko, 1991] . The aspect ratio, i.e., the ratio between the two axes of the solid spheroids, is varied between 0.5 (prolate, cigar-shaped particle) and 1 (spherical particle) in steps of 0.05. A good agreement between the model results and the optical measurements at 480, 685 and 940 nm wavelengths could only be achieved using an aspect ratio of 0.5 as shown in Figure 3 . Larger aspect ratios lead to higher simulated backscatter ratios and less of an agreement with the measurements. Aspect ratios between 0.5 and 0.7 are still consistent with the measurements within the experimental uncertainty of the OPC [Deshler et al., 2000] .
[9] Sensitivity studies have been performed, assuming the complete particle ensemble to consist of STS. The model results show much higher backscatter ratios than the measurements, peaking at values larger than 20 at 940 nm. The good agreement between the model and the backscatter measurements support the assumption that the cloud consists of a large mode of NAT particles, which contains most of the particle volume. The asphericity of the solid particles might be a hint to the NAT formation process. Deposition nucleation of NAT on solid surfaces could lead to nonspherical particle shapes.
[10] The NAT formation process is investigated with a detailed microphysical simulation of a PSC layer detected near 480 K potential temperature at 21.9 h UT and again about 1.2 hours later for 8 min. Figure 4 shows the measured particle volumes versus potential temperature for the ascent and the descent. The shaded area indicates the 480 K PSC particle layer. This layer has been chosen for reference due to its relatively long sampling time, which reduces statistical experimental errors.
Microphysical Model Description
[11] The microphysical model [Larsen et al., 2000] describes growth and evaporation of STS particles in equilibrium with the gas phase and applying mass conservation. Additionally, slow homogeneous freezing of NAT (NAD) from STS particles at temperatures above T ice , based on a parameterization of Tabazadeh et al. [2001] , as well as homogeneous nucleation of ice in STS particles 3 -4 K below T ice , based on freezing rates determined by Koop et al. [2000] is calculated. The ice evaporates at temperatures above T ice and particles consisting of NAT and SAT (sulfuric acid tetrahydrate) are left behind. NAT evaporates at temperatures above T NAT . The model has been initialized 20 days prior to the measurements at 210 K with a bimodal lognormal sulfate aerosol size distribution of 500 particle size classes as derived from the OPC measurements. The model is run in a Eulerian mode in radius space, which assumes that after growth, evaporation or freezing, a fraction of the particles contained in one size class is transferred to another appropriate particle class. This model setup allows for the simulation of very slow nucleation rates (necessary for homogeneous NAT/NAD nucleation), which are not covered in a Lagrangian approach of particle growth in radius space.
Trajectory Calculations
[12] The microphysical box model [Larsen, 2000] is driven by isentropic temperature histories to simulate PSC formation and measurements on 19 January 2000. Twenty day temperature histories of the air parcels sampled during the balloon flight have been calculated from ECMWF analysis [Knudsen et al., 2001] . The air parcels stayed inside the vortex for the whole period. The analysis shows that the air temperatures between 440 and 560 K potential temperature oscillated between T ice , and T NAT for more than 15 days. After an increase to 200 K, 4 days prior to the encounter the temperatures again dropped, and remained below T NAT approximately 36 hours before the sampling.
[13] A mesoscale MM5 trajectory [Dörnbrack et al., 2002] starting 4 hours prior to the measurements has been appended to the synoptic temperature history at 480 K, as it better covers the temperature oscillations induced by low mountain-wave activity observed on 19 January 2000 over northern Scandinavia. The mesoscale temperature history has been adjusted to the ECMWF analysis and the measured temperatures. The only accepted pathways to NAT formation for particles recently exposed to temperatures above 200 K is through the nucleation of ice. Homogeneous ice freezing in STS critically depends on the temperature and the cooling rate [Koop et al., 2000] . To simulate a partial freezing of the STS population (i.e., freezing of only the large-size end of the size distribution) would require a temperature accuracy of better than 0.1 K [Larsen et al., 2002] . No temperature hindcasts have this accuracy. The lowest temperature calculated with the MM5 model on 19 January 2000 at 20.5 h UT is 0.5 K above that required to induce ice formation in the microphysical model. Since without ice formation, no reasonable agreement between the measurements and the model could be achieved, the lowest MM5 temperatures were lowered by 0.5 K to induce ice freezing.
NAT Particle Formation and Properties
[14] The synoptic and mesoscale temperature history at 480 K potential temperature, T NAT and T ice are shown in Figure 5a versus time in hours ending at the measurements on 19 January 2000 at 23.2 h UT. Figure 5b presents the simulated particle evolution in terms of total aerosol volume. Up to 3 hours prior to the measurements (20 h UT), the growth of purely liquid binary and ternary particles is simulated; there is no homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation of NAT nor ice with particle number densities larger than 10 À5 cm À3 . Homogeneous nucleation of NAT is negligible. Ice starts to freeze in the ternary droplets 3 hours prior to the measurements, and the PSC volume increases to peak values larger than 10 mm 3 cm
À3
. After the evaporation of the ice particles, NAT particles are left behind, which take up water and nitric acid and increase in size and volume.
[15] The later part of the simulation starting at 14 h UT is presented in Figure 6 . Note the change in timescale at 23 h UT. Figure 6a shows the temperature history (black line) and the frost point temperature (blue line) compared to the measurements (black and blue squares). Total and gas phase water, nitric and sulfuric acid are shown in Figure 6b . The other panels compare the measurements (symbols) with calculated properties (lines) in terms of integrated particle number density of different particles size classes with radii larger than 0.15 mm (Figure 6c ), total particle volume (Figure 6d ), median radii of NAT and liquid particles (Figure 6e) , and composition in terms of water to nitric acid mole ratio or acid weight fraction (Figure 6f ). There is reasonable agreement between the model and measurements at 21.9 h UT and near 23.1 h UT. The simulated particle properties of the 480 K potential temperature layer can be explained in terms of NAT particles with volumes between 0.5 and 0.6 mm 3 cm À3 , median radii near 1 mm and number densities near 0.04 cm
. NAT clouds with those properties have previously been labeled type 1a. A small fraction of the particles is STS and contains less than a tenth of the total aerosol volume. The simulation clearly shows that a potential formation mechanism of the NAT particles is NAT nucleation on ice particles, accepting the temperature adjustment applied to the mesoscale model temperatures.
[16] Sensitivity studies have been performed using 6 and 10 ppbv nitric acid for the model calculations. The model results (gray shaded area) are compared to the particle size distribution measured at 480 K at 23.1 h UT in Figure 7 . Whereas the small liquid particles increase in volume at higher nitric acid partial pressures, the particle size distribution of the larger NAT particles shows only small differences.
[17] In the following, we discuss the issue of particle sedimentation. We distinguish between sedimentation of large nitric acid containing particles (r % 5 mm), colloquially called NAT rocks [Fahey et al., 2001] , into the mountainwave PSC and sedimentation of the observed smaller NAT particles.
[18] A microphysical simulation has been performed allowing for the sedimentation of NAT and ice out of a 1 km thick layer at 480 K potential temperature. The largest measured NAT particles have radii of 4 mm. They probably have formed 3 hours prior to the measurements. A 4 mm NAT particle sediments approximately 50 m in 3 hours. Therefore the particle size distributions simulated at 23.1 h UT show only minor differences and sedimentation of the mountain-wave NAT particles is negligible as shown in Figure 7 (dotted line).
[19] ECMWF data show large-scale low temperatures and trajectories with temperatures below T NAT for more than 2 weeks. Therefore we investigate the sedimentation of large NAT particles which might have formed in the cold period into the observed mountain-wave PSC. Those large NAT particles have particle number densities below the detection limit of the OPC (5 * 10
). Additional simulations have been performed on ECMWF trajectories at higher altitudes (between 480 and 560 K in steps of 20 K). Those trajectories also show temperature maxima 4 to 7 K above T NAT for more than 24 hours 3 to 4 days prior to the measurements. At those high temperatures any previously formed NAT particles would evaporate and NAT rock sedimentation from the previous 15 day cold temperature period into the measured PSC is not possible.
Comparison of Mountain-Wave PSC Data on 19 and 25 January 2000
[20] On 19 January 2000, air parcel histories were located clearly inside the vortex for the previous 20 days with temperatures below T NAT for more than two weeks. Five to six days prior to sampling the temperature increased and remained above 200 K for two days. The temperature then decreased below T NAT approximately 36 hours prior to the measurements. The NAT particle volumes in the lee waves generally were between 0.5 and 1 mm 3 cm À3 , which might give hints of denitrification inside the vortex.
[21] In contrast, on 25 January 2000 NAT particle volumes were larger, between 1 and 3 mm 3 cm À3 [Voigt et al., 2000a; Schreiner et al., 2002] . In this case, the synoptic trajectories were located closer to the edge of the vortex and the air did not experience temperatures below T NAT for weeks. Similarly to 19 January, the temperatures also dropped below T NAT approximately one day prior to the measurements. For 25 January the microphysical model calculations are in agreement with the measurements assuming a nitric acid mixing ratio of 14 ppbv [Larsen et al., 2002] and 8 ppbv is required for 19 January 2000. The differences in the particle volumes can be explained by differences in the nitric acid partial pressure, which can be caused by denitrification inside the vortex. Denitrification can be less severe at the edge of the vortex, where generally temperatures are higher due to entrainment of extra-vortex air and increasing times of sunlight.
[22] Although the PSC volumes in the two cases show some differences, NAT could have nucleated on ice in both cases. The ice has formed in a mountain-wave event above the Scandinavian mountains, and the timescales for NAT growth for both PSC events are approximately 3 hours. Measured NAT particle size distributions are similar with median radii between 1 and 2 mm on 19 January and between 0.5 and 1.5 mm on the 25th. In both flights, the largest observed particles have radii of 4 mm at number densities larger than 5 * 10 À4 cm À3 . In contrast, the measured particle number densities for the NAT particle mode are clearly different. On 25 January, they are about an order of magnitude higher compared to 19 January 2000. The optical particle counter also measured the number density of condensation nuclei. On 19 January 2000, CN number densities are on the average 12 cm À3 and NAT number densities are between 0.01 and 0.2 cm À3 . On 25 January similar CN number densities (15 cm À3 ), but higher NAT number densities between 0.2 and 2 cm À3 were detected. From these data, the fractions of CN on which NAT nucleated can easily be calculated. Microphysical modeling suggests that NAT has formed on ice in both cases. Ice nucleation rates measured by Koop et al. [2000] suggest complete ice activation at cooling rates larger than 10 K/h. Lower cooling rates lead to selective ice nucleation. Assuming complete ice activation, NAT formed on a fraction of 0.1 to 2% of the ice particles on 19 January and on a larger fraction (1 to 13%) of the ice particles in the mountain-wave event six days later.
[23] The NAT particle fractions or NAT particle number densities can be related to the strength of the rising motion in the mountain-wave cloud, expressed in terms of the cooling rate. The cooling rate for both PSCs has been determined from the mesoscale MM5 model, which has large uncertainties and only a trend can be given. For 19 January the cooling rate ranged between 5 and 15 K/h. On 25 January the cooling rate was higher, between 10 and 50 K/h. Higher cooling rates lead to higher NAT supersaturations, caused by nonequilibrium in the nitric acid/water uptake by particles. The measurements show that higher cooling rates or stronger wave activity in the stratosphere can cause NAT nucleation on a larger fraction of the ice particles and higher NAT particle number densities in mountain-wave clouds.
Summary
[24] On 19 January 2000, polar stratospheric clouds have been observed with multiple instruments on a balloon flight. The measured optical and microphysical particle properties as well as optical model results indicate that a large fraction of the particles are NAT. Microphysical modeling of chemical and physical particle properties measured in a cloud layer near 480 K shows that this NAT particle layer could have formed on ice if the modeled mesoscale temperatures are reduced by 0.5 K. A similar NAT formation process has been derived for the NAT PSC layers observed on 25 January 2000 [Larsen et al., 2002] . We suggest that differences in measured NAT particle number densities on 19 and 25 January could result from different meteorological conditions, under which those particles formed. On 25 January stronger wave activity with faster rising motion and therefore larger cooling rates can lead to higher NAT particle number densities compared to the NAT cloud observations on 19 January. Particle processing during temperature changes induced by mountain waves have a great impact on PSC properties. High NAT particle number densities as observed in both mountain-wave PSCs enhance chlorine activation as prerequisite for strong ozone destruction.
